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Foreword

War remains a fundamental problem of our contemporary world. Armed violence exacts a terrible human, economic and social cost. As societies descend into war, peace can seem ever more elusive. Mistrust, revenge, short-term self-interest, chaos and destruction become the order of the day. Promoting and sustaining peace is a formidable challenge for the 21st century.

The international community has shown that at its best it is capable of rising to this challenge. Though the world is still beset by war, there are fewer wars active today than a decade ago. Strikingly, since the end of the Cold War at the start of the 1990s, the world has achieved more peace agreements than it did in the entire two centuries until that date. But peace is complicated – about half of all peace agreements fail within five years of being signed.

A sustainable peace process is much more than just an agreement – indispensable though the written agreement is. Peace requires long-term commitment by political and military leaderships and the broad population alike. All social groups have a role to play – the media and academics, citizens’ organisations for a wide range of interest groups and causes, and the private sector.

It is on the role of the private sector that this path-breaking book focuses. Local Business, Local Peace offers crucial new insights into the role that business can play in building peace.

It is often assumed that economic development led by the private sector will alleviate conflict and assure peaceful development. There is evidence for this argument, but there is also evidence that shows how misjudged private sector development can exacerbate the potential for conflict, and that in some places specific businesses have played particularly negative roles. In short, good business can be good for peace, but the mechanisms for achieving this are complicated in practice.

As this book illustrates, the first step for the private sector to be a driving force for peace is to gain an improved understanding of conflict, of its own long-term interest in peace, and of the processes by which conflict can either escalate or be moderated. Properly equipped and motivated, the private sector can set the agenda for peace and establish a favourable environment, even facilitating...
contacts between opposed conflict parties. The private sector can command the credibility and broad legitimacy to become engaged in a challenging social and political task at different levels of society. And it can build bridges with other actors working towards the same end.

In the most successful cases, the commitment of local business leaders has been long-lasting, as it needs to be. It can take several years to move things forward to the point where an agreement is reached, and when that landmark is passed the real work of building peace has only just begun.

Sustaining the peace and addressing the root causes of conflict demands a flexible approach that allows for changing activities over time. This publication illustrates this by looking at myriad contributions by different types of private sector actors faced with the challenges of conflict around the world. Mobilising their economic, social and political resources the private sector can make a positive difference in ways that are all too often overlooked. One achievement of this book is to give credit where credit is due.

Local Business, Local Peace should serve as inspiration for new generations of business leaders to take up the challenge of building peace. It shows what can be achieved and by presenting a wide variety of cases it constructs a portfolio of fruitful possibilities on which business leaders can draw in ways that reflect the immediate challenges and local realities of their own circumstances. By doing this, the book will also help development agencies and national governments better understand business and broader economic policy requirements in conflict-affected societies.

Dan Smith
Secretary General
International Alert
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Introduction

Since the end of the Cold War, there have been more than 125 violent conflicts around the world, killing up to seven million people. While there is broad agreement that the number of conflicts has been in steady decline since the mid-1990s, those that persist are protracted and continue to exact a terrible toll at national and community levels. National and regional economies and development prospects are damaged, and civilians suffer death, human rights abuses, loss of livelihood, and displacement – with about 25 million people currently displaced by war around the world. What is more, ceasefire and peace agreements that have ended open violence in many conflict contexts are fragile, and there is a real danger that those countries can relapse into war.

Preventing or ending armed conflict, and building peace in its aftermath, pose enormous challenges. These tasks require the combined effort, skills, resources and commitment of a wide range of individuals and organisations, both from within societies affected by conflict, as well as internationally.

Who should read Local Business, Local Peace, and why?

The domestic private sector is hugely affected by armed conflict: it experiences decreased investment; damaged infrastructure; direct attack; loss of opportunity, employees, capital and access to markets; as well as costs related to the unpredictability of operating in a conflict environment. Unlike counterpart foreign investors, local businesspeople are often not in a position to respond simply by relocating their investment.

Local Business, Local Peace demonstrates that, because of these costs but also due to other factors, business is often motivated to contribute to peacebuilding. And, it has the resources, skills and capacities to do so, across a range of peacebuilding areas. The study aims to provide local businesses that face armed conflict and want to contribute to peace with ideas, strategies and encouragement drawn from the experience of others facing similar challenges. International Alert hopes that, by collecting in one volume the enormously rich experience of businesses motivated to take steps to address conflict elsewhere, those who read it will find renewed courage and inspiration to influence outcomes in their own societies.
The study will also be of interest to others working to address armed conflict, notably individuals from governments and civil society, international and non-governmental organisations. Though all these organisations make valuable inputs to peacebuilding, they often fail to involve the domestic private sector in their planning and approach – a feature that in some cases is symptomatic of a broader series of misconceptions about the links between a country’s economy and conflict. *Local Business, Local Peace* provides a body of lessons on how the strengths and resources of business might be more effectively brought into various types of future initiative. For national and international actors seeking to strengthen the private sector’s contribution to development and economic growth, the following pages are intended to act as a stimulus for thinking about new ways of working with local businesses in conflict-affected societies – putting their complex social relationship to the local context first.

### Current thinking on the domestic private sector in conflict zones

Two principal currents of international thinking and policy making about the private sector in conflict zones currently inform development policy and assistance, conflict resolution and post-conflict reconstruction efforts. The first, which emerged as a consensus within the development community after the end of the Cold War, asserts the primacy of free market economics and private sector-led growth as a route to economic development, including in countries recovering from war. This paradigm is widespread and has been articulated in a large number of contemporary policy notes and papers produced by development agencies. In the words of the UK Department for International Development: “Private businesses are at the heart of economic success. Private investment and the increases in productivity it generates, drives sustainable growth.” An emphasis on
a critical role for both foreign and domestic private sector investment as the
engine of development and poverty reduction is widely promoted to developing
country governments through an array of policy instruments and macro and
micro-level interventions. In conflict zones, a virtuous circle of economic growth
leading to poverty reduction which in turn will contribute to peace is assumed,
with the private sector as a critical driver.

The second current of international thinking about the private sector in conflict
zones qualifies this trust in the positive impact of private enterprise and economic
activity through focusing on ‘war economies’. A significant body of research has
been assembled in the past decade that emphasises the relationship that profit-
seeking business activities have to the perpetuation of violence in many conflicts
raging around the world today. There are differences of opinion within this body
of work, but the broad focus has been on the motivation and behaviour of both
state and non-state armed groups in profiting from war, and the internationalised
patterns of trade and accumulation that have replaced Cold War patronage as a
source of revenue for sustaining war financially – with particular emphasis on
natural resource extraction as a specific feature linking these. Increased evidence
that certain types of business activity play a powerful role in determining the
duration, intensity and character of civil conflict has led to efforts to find responses
that seek to limit these destructive dynamics in some conflicts. Taken together,
research and response to war economies represent a critical new area of
peacebuilding.

While it would be a misleading simplification of a rich literature to pit these two
trends against each other, each places a different emphasis on the positive and
negative role business can play in conflict. Taking these analytical and policy
trends as its context, Local Business, Local Peace seeks to illuminate how, given
the problems associated with some business activities in war zones, and the fact
that sections of it are often tightly bound up in the wider political economy and
system of governance, the private sector can be enlisted as an actor in the
interests of peace and security. By exploring this question, the study addresses
an under-researched dimension of peacebuilding and seeks to mobilise further
peacebuilding awareness among business communities the world over. It also
provides a foundation from which to close the gap in policy understanding
created between the two discourses described above. In this last regard, the
study is a first step in a longer-term International Alert project that aims to
courage greater alignment and more integrated approaches between policy
actors concerned with peace and security, and those concerned with economic
growth in conflict-prone societies.
Overview of the project and research

Local Business, Local Peace forms part of International Alert’s programme of work to promote a constructive role for business in conflict zones and improve understanding of the economic requirements of peacebuilding. It reflects our core message as an organisation with regard to the strategic, cross-sectoral and multi-actor approach that is required to assist recovery from war. Alert has experience of supporting different types of business actors in addressing conflict issues, including those related to the economy in Burundi, Colombia, Nepal, the Philippines, the South Caucasus and Sri Lanka. Its practical work has ranged from action research consultations with local private sector representatives in exploring conflict issues and concerns, to efforts to set up a business network across the South Caucasus, including participation from both recognised states and unrecognised entities. Alert’s comprehensive programme of activities in Sri Lanka includes accompanying a delegation of business leaders on a trip to meet with South African counterparts; encouraging Tamil diaspora businesspeople to explore joint venture options in the north and east of Sri Lanka; and facilitating an island-wide network of chambers of commerce that has coalesced into a new organisation, the Business for Peace Alliance.

In order to support and learn from these experiences, Local Business, Local Peace was conceptualised to fill a gap in understanding of the potential peacebuilding dimension of businesses’ role in conflict. Its approach has been first to harvest and then analyse a wide range of initiatives derived from Alert’s experience, and beyond, in order to reflect on lessons learned and promote further action.

Research process

The scope of the research has been ambitious. Local Business, Local Peace represents the first large-scale attempt to gather in peacebuilding efforts undertaken by the domestic private sector from around the world, and represents a major step forward in this area.

Having trawled available literature, internet sources and anecdotal information, the project convened an Expert Advisory Group (EAG) that met twice, together with many of the study’s contributors, to work through definitional challenges and develop a common Terms of Reference for the work. Challenges inherent to the study included: which conflicts to examine and over what timeframe; the meaning of ‘private sector’ and whether it is possible to talk about it at a general level, given regional variations; how the research could cover the entire spectrum of conflict-exacerbating to conflict-reducing activities by business; how far it could go towards evaluating impact; how different motivations could be understood; how lessons could be drawn, given the limitations of the research; how the material could be
organised for publication; and so on. While *Local Business, Local Peace* does not resolve all these questions; it does identify the gaps on which future efforts can build, thanks to the input of its EAG members.

**Boundaries of the research**

*Local Business, Local Peace* does not, and cannot, provide definitive answers on what type of domestic private sector actor plays what kind of role in what kind of conflict economy, and what impact it has had, but it points to some interesting lessons.

With regard to the overall *impact* of initiatives on particular conflict trajectories, while the authors offer some reflections, most have still to be tested through a strict impact-evaluation lens. As in mainstream development and peacebuilding projects, even initiatives that deliberately seek to address conflict issues in the interests of peace may have negative impacts in either the short or long term. A comparable argument has been made that some pockets of economic activity that apparently sustain conflict could be seen to have beneficial *effects* from a historical perspective, despite a short-term *aggravation* of the violence. The difficulty of assessing the impact of the different business initiatives described in *Local Business, Local Peace* on overall levels of peace and security in different societies reflects the broader challenges that peacebuilding practitioners face working across a range of interventions, and points to the need for further research.

The project did not have the resources to adopt a rigorously uniform approach to each case, and the quality of the research relies instead on the work of individual authors reading, reflecting and discussing with relevant, in-country stakeholders. In asking authors to identify initiatives and analyse how they related to the particular conflict context in which they were writing, the response was inevitably uneven in view of different authors’ particular areas of expertise and their individual perspectives on the conflict. Alert does not subscribe to any single view of the conflicts discussed in this study, but rather draws on the material as a resource from which to catalyse further understanding and action.

Inevitably, events have continued to unfold beyond the research deadline in the various conflict settings reviewed. Elections in Israel and Palestine; and a recent increase in violence in Sri Lanka have markedly changed the political landscape in ways that will affect the initiatives described. The Nepalese king’s climb-down after weeks of popular protest and the anticipated formation of a Constituent Assembly pose unknown challenges to all civil society initiatives for peace in Nepal, including those involving the private sector. At a less dramatic but nonetheless pertinent level for the initiatives described, the authorities have closed Sadakhlo market, near the Armenian border in Georgia where previously traders from opposing sides in the
conflicts between Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia had enjoyed a shared economic space. However, despite these and many other events, the analysis provides important background to understanding why business may have decided to become active at specific moments in time.

Lastly, the research could not capture all responses to conflict by the business community in any one country, especially when it comes to the sphere of informal business activity where information can be harder to access (though some interesting initiatives at the grassroots are included). The wealth of information that was found in a limited period of time with limited resources suggests that this topic could become a rich area of future research.

**Organisation of Local Business, Local Peace**

The book is organised in two parts. As a body of research, the case-study material points to various common clusters or types of response and initiative, and Section 1 consists of thematic chapters that explore each of these selecting from and highlighting case studies in Section 2. The thematic chapters are organised based on an understanding of peacebuilding as a process involving a range of interventions in different social spheres (political, economic, reconciliation, security). The typology of responses and summary findings are discussed in more detail below.

Section 2 comprises the case-study material on which the chapters for the most part base their arguments: nine country or regional reports (Afghanistan, Bosnia, Colombia, Guatemala, Israel/Palestine, Nepal, Somalia, Sri Lanka and the South Caucasus) and 21 shorter case studies of differing length (including material on Afghanistan, Bosnia and Israel/Palestine, as well as initiatives in Burundi, Cyprus, Democratic Republic of Congo, El Salvador, Kosovo, Nigeria, Northern Ireland, Philippines, Sierra Leone, South Africa and Turkey/Armenia). The material in Section 2 is organised alphabetically by country and was commissioned for the most part to in-country organisations and individuals (see p.11 for a list of contributors and their organisational backgrounds), as well as drawing on previous Alert work and other secondary material in some cases.

**Findings of the study**

**Local business responses to conflict – mapping a spectrum**

Peacebuilding interventions by any actor, be they local or international, need to be informed by a good understanding of the intervening agencies’ own relationships to the conflict context and issues underlying it. Unless such an understanding exists, any
efforts to contribute to peace will at best be partial, and at worst do more harm than good. To understand the potential of the domestic private sector to contribute to peace, the full range of its potential links to conflict and peace need to be appreciated. In seeking to understand and distinguish between the different protagonists involved in war economies, researchers have made various attempts at classifying the types of economic activity that play a role. The focus of most of these inquiries has been on activities that directly enable, or closely proximate to, the prosecution of violence. Such classifications have clarified the terrain, and enabled more precise analysis of war economies and appropriate responses to evolve.

Others have deepened understanding to capture wider patterns of economic activity, which may be further removed from conflict agendas. One useful approach distinguishes between ‘combat’, ‘shadow’ and ‘coping’ economies. Combat economies entail the capture of control over economic activity to sustain conflict, or strategies of war aimed at weakening specific groups economically. Shadow economies include activities that see entrepreneurs take advantage of the regulatory vacuum created by a situation of conflict to reap profits. Chief motivations may be economic, rather than military, but shadow economies may all the same sustain conflict. Coping economies are the survival mechanisms to which population groups resort in order to maintain a basic living during conflict. A variation on this typology uses the terms ‘conflict entrepreneurs’, ‘opportunists’ and ‘dependents’. Conflict entrepreneurs are predatory elites who directly use or influence military approaches to maximise personal profit, and who may have a range of political or economic motives. Conflict opportunists do not seek to influence military outcomes, but profit from the possibilities that emerge with the violence. Conflict dependents, according to this typology, are those at the lowest level whose survival strategies become bound up in violence. Internally displaced populations, artisanal miners and those who work for warlords are all included in this category. The categories are likely to overlap and enforce each other in any war economy.

This study finds that such typologies can be modified and extended in order to correspond to the experiences that the broader domestic private sector is shown to have had during conflict as reflected in the material collected in Section 2.

Firstly, the war economies literature does not focus on the structural links between business as a social class, and the root causes of violence. The tight mesh between some sectors of the private sector and political elites or systems of governance are critical to understanding the relationship between economy and conflict, and emerge in many of the conflict situations analysed in this study.

The concept of ‘coping’, meanwhile, is also useful for describing a common business response to the onset of violence. The majority of entrepreneurs at some stage simply try to adapt their economic activity to survive the new
conditions created by conflict. Yet, many of these actors exist at a higher threshold from that presumed in the definition summarised above, which focuses on basic livelihoods.

Finally, and most importantly, the existing literature does not envisage, or attempt to describe, a potentially positive or conflict-reducing role for economic actors. Yet the cases discussed in *Local Business, Local Peace* show that activities that could be categorised as ‘opportunistic’ (or ‘shadow’) can have both conflict-sustaining and conflict-reducing implications. Section 2 also demonstrates that the activities of domestic entrepreneurs can deliberately seek to reduce violence. This suggests a new term – ‘peace entrepreneurs’ – that can validly be used to describe business actors motivated to take actions that promote peace.

Figure 1 sets out a spectrum of domestic private sector responses to violent conflict that learns from and adapts earlier efforts emanating from the study of war economies, illustrating that business has a role to play in reducing violence and promoting peace.

![Figure 1 – Spectrum of local business response to conflict](image_url)

Given the aims and scope of this project, and the guidance developed for its contributors, the case studies included in Section 2 have a deliberate focus on peace entrepreneurship, or the right-hand of the spectrum. However, some authors sought to capture business/conflict and business/peace links along the spectrum. As a result, most of the longer studies also include material that confirms more negative or opportunistic behaviour and that can be placed along the rest of the spectrum of responses depicted in Figure 1.

Understanding business responses to conflict to lie on such a spectrum offers a simplified model of what in reality is a web of complex interactions between actors, activities, opportunities and motivations. Determining which activities affect conflict dynamics for better or worse raises again the thorny problem of
evaluating impact. Nonetheless, Figure 1 serves well as a framework to illustrate the different types of responses that business employs.

Another layer of complexity derives from the question of intent: how conscious or aware are individual businesses – or business as a social class – of the consequences of their actions? The question of whether a business knowingly contributes to the perpetuation of violence through its strategies is clearly closely connected to the degree of responsibility it should bear for its actions. The controversies that often arise when foreign investors are in proximity to armed conflict have generated increased assertion of the principle, ‘known or should have known’, in determining whether a company or corporation has been complicit in violations of human rights, a charge that is gaining ground in international law. In some cases, the same kind of logic may apply locally; in others, it will be irrelevant. Whatever the degree of responsibility and accountability, the trust that different actors have earned locally and across society emerges as an important factor in assessing the ability of the domestic private sector to play a role in advocating for peace or addressing conflict issues.

At the same time, it is apparent from the case-study material in Section 2 that domestic business actors employ a mix of strategies in dealing with the challenges of operating in the midst of conflict – for example, by paying extortion money while at the same time seeking to address conflict issues through their business practices. In the words of one interviewee cited in the Colombia country report: “Often, business worships God and the devil at the same time.” Private sector responses may evolve over time, as illustrated by several of the case studies, as businesses respond to the changing dynamics, circumstances and opportunities.

Given these complexities and the paramount importance of local context in sifting through them, Local Business, Local Peace seeks to avoid playing the role of normative judge. Instead, it focuses on distinguishing the range of relationships between business activity and conflict that have occurred in over 20 conflict settings, with a particular emphasis on flushing out evidence at the right-hand of the spectrum depicted in Figure 1, which has been chronically under-researched.

The research reveals lessons on types of business contributions to various dimensions of peacebuilding. It also sheds light on the question of enabling factors and motivation: what makes it possible for business to place itself to the right of the spectrum through its adoption of peacebuilding strategies? Or, in other words what drives peace entrepreneurship? Further reflection on these points forms the substance of the chapters in Section 1, with overall lessons drawn together especially in Chapter 6.

As outlined above, in order to catalyse positive contributions to peacebuilding from any actor, it is first necessary to fully understand the way they are positioned in a complex conflict context. The following section summarises the types of business
behaviour highlighted by this study that appears to sit along the left and centre of
the spectrum, before introducing in greater detail the primary material. This is
intended to help the reader reflect further throughout the rest of this book on the
complex relationship business has to peace and conflict.

**Sustaining conflict and root causes**

The potential for business to play a conflict-sustaining role is indicated at the far left
of the spectrum in Figure 1. The debate on war economies clusters here, focusing in
particular on aspects of the nexus between business and armed conflict. Section 2
confirms the salience of this nexus as a driver of conflict, pointing, for example, to
the symbiotic relationship after 1992 between a new generation of entrepreneurs in
Afghanistan and armed militia groups. This relationship intensified after the fall of
the Taliban regime and the Pentagon’s withdrawal of support to opposing groups:
“Warlords and factional leaders quickly came to rely on trusted businessmen to
manage their investments,” writes the study’s author. These groups competed fiercely
for power and control of the country’s lucrative opium trade. The role of the cocaine
trade in sustaining armed competition in Colombia, as well as businesses’ and
landlords’ direct support to the paramilitaries, indicate a similar pattern. Smuggling
and the trade in arms through informal markets in Bosnia, Somalia and the South
Caucasus – with Somalia being the primary route for weapons and other contraband
to the Horn of Africa – are important sources of revenue for armed groups and
criminal gangs profiting from, and contributing to, the prevalent insecurity. In the
Democratic Republic of Congo, where the links between armed activity and natural-
resource exploitation are well documented, the country report in Section 2 describes
how local entrepreneurs in Goma maintained close ties with rebel forces,
occasionally encouraging armed operations against rival operators in Butembo.

A second aspect of some businesses’ relationship to conflict at the left of the
spectrum emerges from the research. This relates not so much to the types of trade
businesses engage in or their closeness to armed groups, but to the private sector’s
structural, socio-economic and political dominance in a particular society. In
Colombia, deep socio-economic grievances and the historical gap between rich and
poor are driving forces of the conflict. Hostile business policies toward trade unions
and freedom of association; active lobbying in Congress for private sector-friendly
policies that exacerbate social divides, and, in the words of the report author, ‘tacit
endorsement of a restrictive class system’ can all be seen as conflict-exacerbating.
Similar forces in Guatemala, where socio-economic marginalisation was also a
critical factor in the conflict, saw the private sector align itself during the 1980s with
state-sanctioned violence, push for business interests during the peace process and
continue a hard-line relationship with labour up to the present. In Nepal, uneven
development and social exclusion found articulation in the Maoist ‘People’s War’,
which has targeted business as a ‘class enemy’. Structural inequalities across Sri Lanka have historically been reflected in the employment practices of southern businesses, who are perceived by businesses elsewhere in the country to enjoy political privileges and access. In both Bosnia and the South Caucasus, close links between business and ethnic elites saw business linked structurally to the earlier conflict or the existing conflict status quo.

Sections of the private sector are thus often tightly bound up with elites and exclusive systems of governance whose existence often lies at the heart of conflict. Interestingly, from the analyses of Colombia, Guatemala, Nepal and Sri Lanka it emerges that some members of the business communities are beginning to acknowledge these links, and the impact that their own practices can have on root causes of conflict.

**Coping with conflict**

The centre of the spectrum depicted in Figure 1 refers to how business pursues its raison d’être, and adapts to the conditions and challenges posed by operating in the midst of conflict in ways that increase chances of survival. According to the case studies, such strategies invariably impact the context for better or worse, whether intentionally or not.

Corruption, extortion and illegal taxation are features of the business/conflict nexus that sit in the ambiguous area in the centre of the spectrum. According to one report: “There is no local consensus on whether businesses that do pay are victims, war profiteers or supporters of illegal armed groups.” Wherever culpability lies, the payment of bribes or extortion money to armed groups – whether under duress or freely to secure protection – is a coping strategy that has immediate conflict-exacerbating effects. In Afghanistan, warlord revenue was generated through more conventional payment of bribes to avoid burdensome customs points and other obstacles to trade. In addition to the payment of extortion to armed groups, the Colombian private sector has more recently supported President Uribe’s ‘total war’ policy by submitting to increased taxation – a legal and legally required counterpart transaction that nevertheless cements businesses’ links to the financing of a conflict actor – a trend manifest in a range of countries where the business class is closely aligned with state interests. The levying of ‘tax’ on businesses by the LTTE in the north of Sri Lanka is another example, while in Nepal business has increasingly paid extortion since 2001 when the Maoists stepped up their campaign of bombing. While business owners interviewed for the Nepal research were reluctant to disclose the exact amounts paid, anecdotes indicate that the level is high, with a range of factors, including ethnicity, taken into account by Maoists in their demands.
Coping or survival responses also entail businesspeople leaving the country – what the South Caucasus report describes as ‘escapism’ – and this response was particularly apparent among the conventional business class in Afghanistan and Tamil areas of Sri Lanka. The impact that the large-scale departure of businesspeople has on conflict dynamics varies from situation to situation: diaspora business communities may represent a source of revenue for armed groups or a potential source of investment in post-conflict recovery – or both, as in Sri Lanka, Somalia and, to a lesser extent, Afghanistan.

Conflict opportunism, or pro-active embrace of the new opportunities that present themselves during the lawlessness of conflict or in its aftermath when traditional monopolies and business elites are destroyed, represents another survival response that will have either exacerbating or reducing effects. In Sierra Leone, the war directly impacted the livelihoods of market women, as prices for rice and other foodstuffs shot up. Under UN sanctions, prices for petrol went up fivefold; commercial vehicles charged passengers exorbitant fares; while those who could not afford to pay were forced to trek long distances. Some market women took advantage of the vacuum to engage in cross-border smuggling from Guinea of rice, onions, tomatoes and petroleum, collaborating with police and customs officials in both countries to pursue their business. Market women also engaged in trade with the rebels. Foodstuffs and petrol were smuggled on trailers or trucks from ‘safe’ stores in Freetown to rebel-held areas in the provinces and sold to rebel commanders. They paid either in cash or kind, including jewellery, gold or diamonds. Back in Freetown, market women either sold their diamonds to Lebanese dealers or smuggled them across the border to Guinea, enabling them to buy more foodstuffs. Trading with rebels involved high personal risk, and many women were killed by the rebels with whom they transacted.

In Israel/Palestine, Israeli export companies and Palestinian fruit and vegetable growers have adapted to the tight border controls and access problems in order to continue to transport Palestinian produce to international markets. While their joint coping strategy has beneficial effects in terms of business-to-business relationships across the conflict divides, the report’s analysis shows how it reinforces the conflict status quo, bringing profit to the Israeli partner while deterring the emergence of an independent, Palestinian distribution channel.

In the South Caucasus, however, ‘shadow economy’ trade across the conflict divides has created bridges and pockets of mutual understanding and shared interest – between ethnic Georgians and Abkhaz in Gal/i district; Georgians and South Ossetians at Ergneti market; and Armenians and Azeris at Sadakhlo market – that offer real peacebuilding potential to the region. On the other hand, the type of conflict opportunism that infused ‘crony capitalism’ in the
South Caucasus and Bosnia led to the seizure of state assets by elites with ethnic or political ties to government. These new monopolies have shut off growth and development opportunities for a broader section of society, exacerbated corruption and, in the South Caucasus, consolidated the conflict status quo. In both cases, the authors highlight the more constructive role played by small business, compared to larger actors affiliated to the conflict.

Meanwhile, Somali entrepreneurs who have an evolving relationship with warlords and often employ former militia as private security (thus taking them out of conflict-related activities) have drawn on cultural networks to take the place of the non-existent state in providing services and infrastructure. This opportunism may have its limits in the long run, however the author concludes: “In many ways, business is one of the few sources of stability in Somalia.”

**Business contributing to peacebuilding**

*Peacebuilding – what is it?* Efforts to promote peace are necessarily complex, mirroring the complexities of conflict itself. The causes of conflict are many, multi-dimensional and changing over time, including interacting social, cultural, political, security, economic, geographic and ideological factors; and involving a variety of actors, perceptions and agendas. “Peacebuilding attempts to encourage the development of the structural conditions, attitudes and modes of political behaviour that may permit peaceful, stable and ultimately prosperous social and economic development. Peacebuilding activities are designed to contribute to ending or avoiding armed conflict, and may be carried out during armed conflict, in its wake, or as an attempt to prevent an anticipated armed conflict from starting.”

While the specificity of different conflict contexts requires specific sets of conditions to aid conflict recovery and peacebuilding, the formidable range of issues across conflict settings can be organised into four categories, already indicated above: political; economic; reconciliation; and security.

Issues of concern within these categories – and activities to address them – inevitably overlap and are interdependent. Without basic security, for example, businesses are unlikely to return to longer-term investments to generate economic growth. Conversely, without a healthy business sector it will be a challenge to find sustainable employment for the many combatants that need to return to a civilian life once a conflict has ended. Figure 2 depicts these overlapping spheres.
Clearly, no single actor or institution is able to address change at all these levels. A wide variety of actors need to be involved, locally and internationally, and with various complementary roles and mandates.

The primacy of local actors
The engagement and commitment of armed actors to making peace is essential to any peace process (as discussed in Chapter 1). High-level political processes are not of themselves sufficient guarantors of lasting peace, however. Civil society across different levels and sectors of society (spanning grassroots to mid-level leaders and high-profile individuals, as well as different kinds of mutual organisations, such as women’s groups, youth groups, unions or religious-based organisations) plays a vital role in promoting and sustaining peace processes, reconciliation and recovery from the wounds of war. All the conflict countries included in Section 2 have experienced ongoing efforts and activities led by civil society actors, including: the organisation of one-off peace rallies; pressurising political parties and other actors; providing assistance to victims of conflict; mediating and helping to bring conflict sides together; strengthening ties between communities estranged by violence; and providing research on conflict issues. It is their courageous and creative actions that often generate the decisive momentum and broad-based support for peace, without which high-level peace processes would lack popular and broad legitimacy.

Theorists and practitioners of conflict transformation and peacebuilding have conceptualised the different local actors and levels of activity as a triangle, each level
of which requires the work of particular individuals and organisations, as well as different kinds of approaches to peacebuilding. The kinds of business – individuals as well as organisations – featuring in this book are added to the diagramme to highlight its significance at all levels of society.

Local business straddles all levels and through existing networks and associations can be highly effective in terms of horizontal and vertical linkages with other businesspeople and sectors, often playing a leadership role at each level. Given its resources, connections and opportunities, and the evidence in *Local Business, Local Peace*, the potential contribution of business must be recognised and included in peacebuilding practice.

**Figure 3 – Peacebuilding actors at all levels**

**TYPES OF ACTORS**

**Level 1: Top leadership**
- Military/political/religious leaders with high visibility

**Level 2: Middle range leadership**
- Leaders respected in sectors
- Ethnic/religious leaders
- Academics/intellectuals
- Humanitarian leaders (NGOs)

**Level 3: Grassroots leadership**
- Local leaders
- Leaders of indigenous NGOs
- Community developers
- Local health ofﬁcials
- Refugee camp leaders

**BUSINESS COUNTERPARTS**

- Individual business leaders
- National chambers of commerce
- Sectoral apex organisations
- Leading company CEOs
- Small to medium-size enterprises
- Regional chambers of commerce
- Regional business leaders
- Shop owners
- Traders, including informal sector
- Market stall owners
- Small scale associations

**Source:** Adapted from Lederach, J. P. (1997) *Building Peace: Sustainable Reconciliation in Divided Societies* (Washington DC, US: USIP)

**Coordination between local and international actors**

Bilateral relations between governments are often used to exert pressure on a government in conﬂict to work towards peace, and bilateral envoys or ‘groups of friends’ are employed to lobby both sides to come to the negotiating table. The international community through UN agencies also has an important role: the UNDP works in crisis-affected countries to address peace and conﬂict issues, for instance through Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) programmes for ex-combatants; the UN High Commission for Refugees provides shelter and protection for those displaced by conﬂict; international
financial institutions, such as the World Bank, have developed responses and instruments for countries affected by, or emerging from conflict, including specific funding mechanisms and coordinating functions among other donors. All these actors, as well as other national and regional organisations and institutions, have different interests, mandates and ways of working. Coordination between them and the encouragement of partnerships are great challenges, but essential for successful peacebuilding.

However, while external actors, such as foreign governments, intergovernmental organisations and NGOs, can play an important role in facilitating and assisting conflict-transformation processes more broadly, there is virtually unanimous agreement that the primary burden in building local peace lies with local actors. In fact, a strategic approach to peacebuilding promotes the primacy of local actors, requiring the cooperation and complementarity of different sectors of society across political, social and economic divides; as well as looking beyond national boundaries to ensure that external actors’ interventions help rather than hinder local efforts.

**Summary of types of peace entrepreneurship**

Building on an understanding of the different dimensions and actors engaged in peacebuilding as outlined above, Section 1 of *Local Business, Local Peace* comprises thematic chapters presenting and analysing different ways in which local business actors have contributed, drawing on the case-study material included in Section 2. Given the crucial role that women can play in peacebuilding, a separate chapter is dedicated to the role of women entrepreneurs.

With regard to formal, political-level peace processes (‘Track 1’), the cases reveal that businesspeople in a range of conflict contexts have played an important, supportive role: as ‘insiders’, for instance as part of a negotiation team; or as ‘outsiders’, helping to build trust between parties, mobilising popular opinion, providing advice and know-how, lobbying for peace and providing necessary functions, such as administrative and logistics support. At the top-end of the business spectrum, business leaders, motivated by concerns over the economic costs of conflict to the country and their own business opportunities, as well as other drivers, have brought essential resources and skills to bear, and harnessed their close connections with political decision makers in support of peace negotiations in Colombia, El Salvador, Mozambique, South Africa, Sri Lanka and elsewhere. Their resources and skills are also critical inputs to the implementation of agreements, including meeting expectations of a ‘peace dividend’. However, by virtue of ‘the power of capital’, the private sector is also
in a position to veto peace processes by withholding crucial resources, for instance financial assistance to agreement implementation as occurred in Guatemala. Its active engagement by government and international actors is therefore an important part of any peace strategy.

Much is assumed about the economic contribution the domestic private sector can make to peacebuilding, based on a development discourse that emphasises a critical role for business in creating growth. However, this dynamic needs to be problematised, given that the private sector is often instrumental in elites’ maintaining their power through corruption, patronage and clientelism, and the otherwise complex relationship it can have to conflict. Business, often unwittingly, becomes the agent of a system that has been established to benefit the few rather than the many, profiting over generations as others continue in deprivation. Issues of socio-economic exclusion lie at the root of many conflicts. Limits to particular social groups’ access to resources, jobs and other opportunities can breed resentment, distort development and lead to violence. Conflict has economic causes, drivers and impacts, and the case material shows how more thoughtful businesses can take creative steps to address challenges in each of these areas. Initiatives include activities in the workplace, through wider community relations, lobbying, as well as joint economic initiatives across conflict divides. Through such interventions, business begins to fulfil its potential to contribute to the economic dimensions of peacebuilding.

Relationships between communities divided by violent conflict are usually damaged and extremely precarious, with high levels of mistrust and anger over past atrocities. The case-study material shows that, as leaders in society, domestic business can do a lot to reconnect broken ties across the conflict divide. This can take the form of engagement in dialogue processes designed to bring individuals from both sides together (in Burundi, Cyprus, South Caucasus and Sri Lanka) or the organisation of, and participation in, joint economic activities across conflict divides (Kosovo, Israel/Palestine and South Caucasus). Dialogue initiatives can generate a sense of common purpose among entrepreneurs enabling them to see the conflict in new ways, and influence their home constituencies accordingly. Doing business may be one of the few remaining points of contact between two sides in a conflict – and one of the first to resume in its aftermath. In many instances, such points of contact serve both to make profits, and to demonstrate that peaceful interaction for mutual benefit is both possible and desirable.

Local businesses also contribute to meeting some of the main security challenges in conflict and post-conflict contexts by: seeking to provide jobs for former combatants, either as part of a national-level DDR programme (as in Afghanistan and Colombia) or on a more ad hoc basis (Democratic Republic of Congo and Somalia); providing
finance and logistics for small arms and light weapons collection programmes (El Salvador); strengthening official security structures (South Africa and Uganda); addressing crime and operating as an early-warning source of information on conflict recurrence and community-level security breakdown (the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria and South Caucasus). In the absence of a reliable security setting or functioning state forces, businesses are often motivated to provide their own security, either by hiring private security companies or through the use of vigilante groups. While this can have positive benefits by providing non-military employment to former combatants, it can also signify further erosion of an inclusive and accountable state security apparatus, and needs to be considered carefully by businesses seeking to contribute to longer-term stability.

Mainstream development discourse now includes a focus on strengthening women’s roles as economic actors, especially at the grassroots level through micro-finance. Similarly, there is widespread recognition of the roles that women have played in promoting peace and mediation at different levels of society. Businesswomen are positioned at the intersection between these two capacities for intervention, and the cases confirm that they have taken a lead in several important initiatives, especially addressing gender issues in conflict (Burundi, Nepal, Sierra Leone and South Caucasus). These include a network of women working across the Hutu/Tutsi divide in Burundi to regenerate livelihoods at the grassroots, and a women’s entrepreneurial organisation in South Caucasus that promotes reconciliation through joint economic activity between Georgian and Abkhaz small businesses.

As the subsequent pages testify Local Business, Local Peace is a rich source of ideas and experience, which Alert hopes readers will find sufficiently stimulating to catalyse their deeper engagement in working for sustainable peace.
Endnotes

11 Research in this area is planned for 2006-08.


The term was first coined in 1992 by former UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali in *An Agenda for Peace*, in which it was used as an addition to other UN responses to the threat or outbreak of conflict: preventive diplomacy, peacemaking and peacekeeping. In this context, it was applied to mean interventions to stabilise peace in the aftermath of a conflict only. Today, the term ‘peacebuilding’ has been extended to include all three areas of conflict prevention; efforts to settle violent conflict once it has broken out; and efforts to stabilise and strengthen peace in a post-war situation.